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MainSpring Books Shined at LA Times

Festival of Books 2023, Drawing Crowds

and Showcasing Authors' Success

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, June 5, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- MainSpring

Books, a creative and collaborative

publishing force, has triumphantly

concluded its participation at the LA

Times Festival of Books 2023. The

event saw their booth attract hundreds

of visitors, and the featured titles

garnered considerable attention,

demonstrating the impact of

MainSpring Books on the literary

scene.

With a steadfast belief in authors and their narratives, MainSpring Books is dedicated to

supporting writers on their journey toward success. "Our presence at the LA Times Festival of

Books reflects our commitment to our authors and the stories they tell," a representative from

Our mission is to support

authors at any point in their

publishing journey,

propelling them towards

their goals”

Jason Moore

MainSpring Books states.

MainSpring Books offers a wide array of services tailored

to support authors at every stage of their literary journey.

Their offerings include Publishing Services, providing

bespoke packages to accommodate all publishing needs;

Book Reviews, delivering validation from trusted reviewers

and offering developmental editing; Author Digital ID,

which focuses on building a strong online reputation for

authors; Publicity Campaigns, aiding in strengthening portfolios and connections to media; and

Outreach Services, including creating effective query letters and selling sheets for distribution to

http://www.einpresswire.com
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literary agents and independent

bookstores.

One of the key highlights of the festival

was the book signings from MainSpring

Books' esteemed authors. These

events drew large crowds, further

piquing interest in MainSpring Books'

diverse portfolio.

The authors and their works include:

Allen Maxwell - "The System is

Unforgiving: Play by the Rules and Win"

Claudette Carter - "Walker's Way: How

Are You Walking In Your Life?"

Doretta Lonnett-Whalen - "Discovering

Saint Anthony: If You Ask for Miracles"

Dr. Arnold Thompson - "The Death of Wisdom The Rise of Folly: Why We Must Care"

Dr. Walter Hoge - "Thoughts on my Thoughts: The TALES That Wagged This Veterinarian" 

Dr. Barbara ten Brink - "Into the Canyon with Mary Colter"

Dr. Robert Barthelemey - "GodLight: Possibilities from the Intersections of Science and

Spirituality"

Karen East - "Sanctuary"

Loreta J. Womack - "The Ten Demandments: For Husband, Wife, Children, and Self" 

Mary Axness - "The Journey of My China Vase"

Patti Cordano-Smith - "The Shingle Weaver's Picnic"

Roberta Nee Adams - "Rebecca’s Soliloquy: A True Story"

Ron Cruse - "Lies, Bribes & Peril: Lessons for the REAL Challenges of the Global Arena"

William Epps Jr. - "Living In A Dying Land"

"Our mission is to support authors at any point in their publishing journey, propelling them

towards their goals," the representative from MainSpring Books shares. "The overwhelming

response at the festival demonstrates that we are indeed delivering on our motto: 'You imagine,

we deliver.'"

MainSpring Books extends its gratitude to all who visited their booth and interacted with their

authors at the LA Times Festival of Books 2023. The event's success is a testament to the power

of compelling narratives and a strong literary community.

To learn more about MainSpring Books, and their impressive range of literary works, please visit

www.mainspringbooks.com.
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